
Week 1: Welcome!

Today's goals: Start the quarter empowered and motivated!

Introductions

Course logistics

Impostor syndrome



This course uses Canvas https://canvas.ucsd.edu/courses/31520

https://canvas.ucsd.edu/courses/31520


Introductions

How are you?  https://www.menti.com/8pb25qo79j

https://www.menti.com/8pb25qo79j


Introductions continued

● Open the Google form (linked from Canvas) and complete it.

● When you are done, use the link to the response sheet to look over your 

classmates' responses.



Select Survey 

results

What are you most looking 
forward to as a tutor?

What is your biggest 

concern about tutoring?



What you want to learn in CSE 95

What you want to learn in CSE 95



Your responsibilities for CSE 95

● UPDATED!  Last minute changes to the responsibilities for CSE 95

For this 2-unit course, you can expect to spend up to 6 hours per week
○ 1 hour per week attending and participating in CSE 95 lecture (or equivalent asynchronous 

component, if necessary)
○ 3 1 hour per week attending and engaging with the course lectures for course appointed to tutor
○ 1 hour per week attending and participating in staff meeting for course appointed to tutor
○ 1 3 hours per week on CSE 95 out of class assignments

Time spent on the above activities is for-credit time, not for-pay time.
Time spent on the above activities counts towards your CSE 95 credit hours. 

● What if you were a first-time tutor over the summer?



Your responsibilities as a tutor



"As a tutor you must always be right"

Prepare → Look it up → Ask



In small groups (3-4): tutors in same (or related) class.

Introduce yourselves. 

Pick one scribe from your team for this question and one presenter from your team 
for the first qu question. 

The scribe should open a document, either electronically or on paper. The scribe 
should record the main points from your conversation. 

The presenter should be ready to share one of these points with the group once we 
regroup. Each week you should rotate who is the scribe and who is the presenter so 
everyone in the group has these roles over the quarter.

Everyone can open their pre-class assignment submission if they want to remind 
themselves what they wrote.



Week 1 in-class group breakouts: Tutor responsibilities

● Compare the response you each gave in the pre-class assignments about 

your tutor responsibilities.
○ What are the similarities? 

○ What are the differences?

● Compare notes on the technologies your course is using. Come up with a list 

of specific tasks you think you will need to do with these tools that you're not 

sure about. Who will you ask for help?



Week 1 in-class group breakouts: Impostor syndrome

How might you notice if a student you are working with is struggling with imposter 

syndrome? What are some actions you can take to support this student?

(Remember the scribe and reporter) 



Consent to Participate in a Research Study

There is nothing to "do" in this study.

You are consenting to letting us use 

your data anonymously to study how 

effective the pedagogies used in this 

class are.

This is an OPT OUT consent form.  If 

you do NOT consent, fill out the survey 

linked from the consent form.  If you 

consent, you don't need to do anything.  

The form is yours to keep (I do not need 

it back).

http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/classes/sp21/cse95-a/170886_2020_05_18_APDADUCONCENTFORM.pdf


Week 2 Assignment Preview



Any questions about CSE 95?


